The Scoop:
Medicare Advantage Diagnosis Coding Indictments

Medicare Overpayment Enforcement Over Time
Payment for Episodes of Care

In the beginning.. payment was based
on reasonable, customary, charge for
a service

1965
A false claim would be a bill for a service
that wasn’t rendered or needed. The
focus here was on documenting the
service you performed.
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Once payment is based on acuity – a false claim is when the patient is coded as sicker than they actually are. This means the audits
are confirming the diagnosis of the patient. This started in hospitals in 1983 but didn’t really impact physician practices until the MA
program changes in 2010.
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Enforcement of Over-Diagnosis in MA is HOT

There are several new
indictments this year, and the
OIG has recently issued new
reports. The government believes
that MA programs have falsely
inflated billings in revenue. We
study these in detail to learn
pitfalls and make sure we have a
best practice program.
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Case Summaries: MA
Enforcement Coding Practices

The Case of the Retroactive Chart Review
United States of America v. Anthem, Inc Filed 3.26.2020 (still pending)
•

Anthem hired a third-party vendor (Verscend) who
used software to do retrospective chart audits of its
MA members.
o This means that the vendor is identifying
diagnostic codes that are missing.

Cringe Alert:
Key Takeaways:
•

Clinical documentation codes are
diagnostic, and they should come form
the physician in the context of a face-toface visit.

•

When we do audits and quality checks,
we always make sure that we are not
only adding missing codes, but also
making sure we are correcting missing
codes.

•

Correcting codes that are wrong are
critical to the program, and we do this
fervently at VillageMD.

•

At VillageMD, we keep constant sight of
the fact that clinical diagnosis are clinical
– we don't think of them as revenue
enhancers.

o The vendor allegedly identified codes that
were missing, wrong, and should be deleted.
o Anthem has a policy that makes it clear that
this practice would be inappropriate.
•

•

In 2016, the Department of Justice started an
investigation into a practice of retroactive chart
reviews. There was no whistleblower (which
is unusual in these cases.)
During the investigation, Anthem was required to
produced tons of info and multiple employees were
deposed… including their compliance and
audit professionals. There was lots of legal wrangling,
and they were even in court before they were
indicted (again, very unusual). Anthem is currently
fighting the government during an investigation which
usually doesn't end well. After the investigation and
multiple law firms stalling, delaying, and protesting,
the government indicted Anthem in March 2020.
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To prove that this would be inappropriate: the
Government and has entered Anthem’s own policies into
the record and testimony of their compliance officer.

The Case of the In-Home Risk Adjustment Visits
United States of America, ex rel. Robert A. Cutler v. Cigna Corp. (S.D.N.Y. 2020)
•

Cigna identified that certain of their plan members are
likely to have the highest acuity risk scores and are
probably not diagnosed at the highest acuity.

•

As a result, Cigna launched a new program: The 360
Comprehensive Assessment

•

To make this easy for patients, they decided to hire nurse
practitioner contractors that would go into the patient's
home and fill out a form. This was designed solely for the
purpose of diagnosing a patient with chronic conditions.

•

The form required the providers to fill in boxes, answer
yes/no questions, and patient self reported questions.

•

Cigna promoted this program to "close care gaps.” They
paid a bonus to providers for completing these forms, and
paid providers to attend education on the process.

•

Key Takeaways:
•

We will see increased scrutiny of inhome visits and also of the use of health
risk assessment forms. IN November of 2020, the
OIG published a report estimating $2.6 billion in
inflated payments due to risk-adjusted
payments and that 80 percent of these payments
were from "in-home" assessments.

•

There is nothing inherently wrong with home visits
or diagnosing patients at home. The key is that
they should not be just a diagnosis, but a part of
the patient's full clinical program.

•

Clinical providers shouldn’t implement a program
just to diagnose a patient and not treat the
condition.

•

It can be tempting to create forms, tools, and
cheat sheets to aide providers in documenting
conditions. This can be problematic if it forces
coding or appears to artificially inflating codes.
These forms must always be developed by
physicians and approved by your
compliance team.

Cigna was indicted on October 2, 2020

Cringe Alert:
•

The providers going into patients’ home were raising lots
of concerns about this process. They didn't feel that the
form was effective for diagnosis and did not differentiate
from the patient self report. These providers were
emailing and notifying Cigna of these problems.

•

Ultimately, one of the providers reported the program
and became a whistleblower.
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The Case of the False Diagnosis
United States ex rel. David Nutter, M.D. v. Sherif F. Khalil, M.D., Beaver Medical Group, L.P., The
Beaver Medical Clinic, Inc., Epic Management, L.P., and Epic Management, Inc. (C.D. Cal. 2017)
•

Most of the enforcement in this space are Payors, but in this case
a provider was directly indicted for their coding practices. While
this is rare currently, we are expecting to see more cases like this
in the future.

•

In this case, it is alleged that the physician knowingly recorded
false diagnoses without any documentation.
It was alleged that sometimes the patients weren't even
evaluated!

•

The practice did have a “Coding and Compliance Committee”
that oversaw coding reviews to confirm claims were appropriate,
and it was led by a physician, Dr. David Nutter. Dr. Nutter
ultimately reported this conduct to the government and became
a whistleblower.

Key Takeaways:
•

We expect to see additional cases of direct
enforcement against physicians for MA coding.

•

The key here is that the codes are diagnostic – from
a face-to-face visit and for the purposes of
treatment, not inflated or false just to increase
revenue.

Cringe Alert:
Since the codes for MA are diagnostic in nature, the allegations in
this case have implications beyond just overpayment by Medicare.
The patients had diagnosis on the chart for conditions that they
didn't have!

Reference: https://www.law360.com/articles/1186583/attachments/0
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Bottom Line From These Cases:

Diagnostic codes are clinical
in nature and approved by
the physician as a part of
their face-to-face visit of the
patient. Patients with coded
conditions also have a care
plan setting forth treatment
for the conditions.
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Use audits to ensure codes
are accurate. This means that
you should not only use this
to add codes but also to
detect errors. Errors that are
detected need to be
addressed.
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Welcome and encourage an
open and transparent
dialogue. Listen to anyone
with concerns or questions.

HOUSEKEEPING
Terms of use
Working Smarter podcasts are compliance and legal training for VillageMD employees, partners and
affiliates. Written and audio content is property of VillageMD. Working Smarter material designed by
Morgan Logan. Unauthorized use is prohibited in accordance with the VillageMD podcast terms of use.
Available by request at wrubas@villagemd.com
Questions? Concerns? Email: wrubas@villagemd.com
Full content
Like and subscribe to VillageMD Podcast channel so that you can receive notifications of new content.
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